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ABSTRACT
Artifact badging aims to rank the quality of submitted research ar-
tifacts and promote reproducibility. However, artifact badging may
not indicate inherent design and evaluation limitations. This work
explores current limits in artifact badging using a performance-
based evaluation of the NDP [7] artifact. We evaluate the NDP
artifact beyond the Reusable badge’s level, investigating the effect
of aspects such as packet size and random-number seed on through-
put and flow completion time. Our evaluation demonstrates that
while the NDP artifact is reusable, it is not robust, and we identify
architectural, implementation and evaluation limitations.

CCS CONCEPTS
• General and reference → Evaluation; • Networks → Data
center networks;
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1 INTRODUCTION

NDP, a novel data centre transport architecture, was proposed
by Handley et al. [7], aiming to achieve both low latency and
high throughput. NDP offers better short-flow performance than
DCTCP [2] or DCQCN [16], achieving more than 95% of the maxi-
mum network capacity in a heavily loaded network, near-perfect
delay and fairness in incast scenarios, minimal interference between
flows to different hosts and effective prioritisation of straggler traf-
fic during incast. For its contributions, the work won the ACM
SIGCOMM’17 best paper award.

In this paper, we report an evaluation of the NDP artifact. The
artifact was made available along with the publication [6], but was
not badged; ACM SIGCOMM badging [14] started the following
year. It is a high quality and easily reusable artifact, and is picked
as an example of the challenges faced by researchers.

Our evaluation extends beyond the ACM Reusable badge level [1],
focusing on the robustness of the artifact. In particular, we show
how using sensitivity testing, limitations of the artifact are exposed.
We provide examples of three types of shortcomings: limitations
of the architecture, limitations of the implementation and limita-
tions of the evaluation. These limitations are indicative of common
evaluation pitfalls.

2 EVALUATION ENVIRONMENT
Simulation Environment. The simulation environment is based

on htsim [12]. The simulator is provided as part of the NDP reposi-
tory [6]. The code contains implementations of TCP NewReno (not
SACK), a version of MPTCP [12], DCTCP [2], and PFC/DCQCN [16].
The DCQCN implementation is based on the DCTCP code and is

window based rather than rate based. We use the simulation en-
vironment “as is”, except for the minimum amount of changes
required to evaluate a specific aspect, e.g., setting the packet size or
changing packet size distribution. All the simulations were done on
a Xeon E5-2660 v4 server, using 256GB of DDR4-2400 RAM, running
at 3.2GHz, and using Ubuntu 14.04, kernel version 3.13.0-32-generic.

Hardware Environment. The Implementation of NDP switch on
NetFPGA SUME [19] is based on the NetFPGA Reference Switch
design. The NDP switch supports both NDP and non-NDP traffic.
We compare the performance of NDP with the NetFPGA Refer-
ence Switch, running traffic through both designs. Both designs
are synthesized using NetFPGA-SUME release 1.7.1. Our setup is
composed of two identical NetFPGA SUME boards, one configured
as OSNT [3], an open source network tester (release 1.7.0), and the
other as the device under test. The boards are hosted within two
identical i7-6700K machines running Ubuntu 14.04; although the
host setup has no impact on the test.

3 THE NDP ARTIFACT

Unlike so much published work, the NDP artifact is open source
and available [6]. The artifact contains a simulation environment,
an implementation of NDP switch in both P4 and for the NetF-
PGA platform, and an implementation of the host side. No special
licenses are required, and there are no ethical encumbrances. Cur-
rent badging rules [1] consider the artifact Available.

In this work, we use NDP repository commit dated January 8th,
2018. The host side implementation was released after the com-
pletion of this work. No evaluation of the P4 switch was included
in [7] and it was not evaluated as part of this work either. Both
the NDP switch on NetFPGA and the simulation environment are
easy to run, detailed documentation is provided in the repository’s
wiki. The code itself is not thoroughly commented. We only had to
make a minor adjustment to the Makefile to be able to run experi-
ments. Thus, the artifact can be deemed Functional (in addition to
Available).

The artifact provides scripts for reproducing some of the paper’s
experiments, e.g., six of the simulation-based experiments. We ap-
proached the authors and received access to scripts used to run the
rest of the simulations. The repository used in our evaluation did
not include scripts for hardware evaluation. We believe that if the
code available to us was made available to an artifact evaluation
committee1, it would have been deemed Reusable (in addition to
Available and Functional).

Running the simulation examples provided in the NDP reposi-
tory, we obtain results similar to those reported in the paper, except
for cases where the authors acknowledge differences between the

1As the committee sometimes allows authors to update their artifacts based on review-
ers’ feedback.
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(d) NDP
Figure 1: Per-flow throughput, permutation traffic matrix,
432-node Fat-Tree. DCTCP, DCQCN and MPTCP show lit-
tle sensitivity to packet size, while NDP loses throughput as
packet size decreases.

provided scripts and the publication. As we use the artifact pro-
vided by the authors, this is a measure of results replication, rather
than results reproduction. A full report of our artifact evaluation is
available in [17] as well as the dataset [18].

4 ARCHITECTURAL LIMITATIONS
One of the core concepts in NDP is packet trimming, where the
header of a packet, payload removed, is forwarded when a queue
becomes full. Forwarding just a small part of a packet reduces the
load on the network, making it lossy for payload but not metadata.
The ratio between a packet header and the entire packet is called
the compression ratio.

NDP [7] briefly notes that packets smaller thanMTUwill achieve
lower compression ratio upon trimming. The NDP artifact uses
fixed packet size of 9000B in many of the simulations. However,
1500B is currently a common maximum transmission unit (MTU) in
DCN [5, 11], and some cloud workloads have 97.8% packets of less
than 576B [4]. This leads us to explore the throughput robustness
of NDP.

We repeat the per-flow throughput experiment from [7], using
the original scripts, and receive similar results. The experiment
uses a 432-node fat-tree configuration, where each server has a
single long-running connection to another random server, and each
server has exactly one incoming connection. The server exchanges
single size packets, originally a constant 9000B.

We then maintain the same experimental environment, but vary
the packet size. We do not change any parameters within the simu-
lation environment: wishing to find if the results will differ if the
workload suddenly changes, not to identify the optimum setup for
the new workload. Our results, presented in Figure 1, show that
DCTCP and DCQCN are agnostic to packet size, with the exception
of 64B, which may be a corner case of the simulation environment.
MPTCP is also generally unaffected by packet sizes, though at
packet sizes of 256B or less it starts to exhibit a higher throughput
loss.
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Figure 2: The throughput of a Reference Switch compared
with NDP switch. At 150MHz clock frequency the Reference
Switch outperforms NDP. At 180MHz, the Reference Switch
always supports line rate, while NDP drops traffic at some
packet sizes.

In contrast with the other three protocols, NDP is very sensitive
to packet size.When the packet size is changed from 9000B to 1500B,
the minimum and average throughput drop by approximately 14%.
Using 750B packets reduces the minimum and average throughput
28% and 29.5%, respectively. Smaller packet sizes lead to still further
performance loss. This experiment indicates that using a workload
such as [4] would result in low throughput when using NDP. The
NDP paper [7] does utilise Facebook web workload [13], which uses
small packets, but reports flow completion time, not throughput.

This is an example of a limitation of an architecture that can be
exposed by varying an experiment’s parameters, but will not be
evident if the artifact evaluation is limited to reusability. Further-
more, varying the parameters explores core properties of a concept
or a solution; ones that may be overlooked or render an approach
unfixable.

5 IMPLEMENTATION LIMITATIONS

Research papers, and the associated artifacts, often evaluate
highly complex aspects of a solution. At the same time, basic prop-
erties of an implementation may not be reported (nor possibly even
validated). In this section, we evaluate the throughput performance
of the NDP switch, in comparison with the NetFPGA Reference
Switch, the baseline design. The test is based on NDP’s switch code,
but without available evaluation tests.

NetFPGA SUME Reference Switch supports 4 × 10GE, which is
roughly 59.52Mpps for 64B packets. It is expected to support full
line rate at 120MHz for 64B packets, and at 180MHz for 65B packets.
The default frequency of the Reference switch is 200MHz, providing
a small amount of headroom.

In the following experiment, also reported in [20], we study the
throughput of the NetFPGA Reference Switch and the NDP switch
for different packet sizes, at different core clock frequencies. We
connect 4 × 10GE links between OSNT and the NetFPGA board;
OSNT generates traffic at full line rate. In every experiment, only
one packet size is used, and a hundred million packets are sent. We
use either TCP or NDP headers, generated by a script written by
NDP’s authors and used in [7]. The experiment is repeated multiple
times, and replicates with minor variations.

We benchmark the designs at 150MHz2, 180MHz and 200MHz.
Designs are expected to support full line rate using the last two
frequencies. We scan a range of packet sizes, from 64B to 1514B3.
2Minimal frequency, see [9].
3Packet size excludes FCS.



Packet sizes are chosen on 32B granularity: perfectly aligned packet
sizes, and misaligned packet sizes (32B × n + 1). The results of our
evaluation are presented in Figure 2, for core clock frequencies of
150MHz and 180MHz. The graph for 200MHz clock frequency is
omitted as it adds little data. As the results show, the Reference
Switch consistently outperforms NDP switch (using NDP packets).
Not only does it achieve higher throughput at 150MHz, but it also
achieves full line rate for all packet sizes at 180MHz in contrast,
NDP does not achieve full line rate either at 180MHz nor at 200MHz
(for 65B, 97B packets).

The NDP’s performance loss is because the design is not fully
pipelined; instead using a state machine that requires more clock
cycles than packet propagation time. NDP’s authors confirmed this
performance loss is expected in their implementation, and that they
had not evaluated throughput across a range of packet sizes.

While this result is interesting, as it shows that TCP may out-
perform NDP, it reflects only on the quality of implementation
and evaluation, rather than on the architecture. The performance
limitation would be addressed by changing the hardware imple-
mentation, without a change to any of the NDP’s concepts. We
would encourage researchers to invest in validation tests of this
type, both to uncover design weaknesses, and as any follow up
work will outperform their design for no good reason.

6 EVALUATION LIMITATIONS

A limited evaluation may hide problems in solution, evaluation
environment or both. In the following example, flow completion
time is evaluated while varying two parameters: workload and
(random number) seeds. Our evaluation is slightly different to the
experiments presented in the NDP paper as we use the same setup
as [7, Fig. 15] (“FCT for 90KB flows with random background load,
432 node FatTree.”) and [7, §4], but with variable flow size.

Our experiments utilise Web, Hadoop, and Cache flow size distri-
butions derived from Roy et al. [13]. We explore both a fully loaded
setup and an over-subscribed one. In the fully loaded setup, there is
one outgoing flow from each node in the system, and one incoming
flow. In the over-subscribed setup, there is a ratio of 4:1 of flows
to nodes. These two configurations are part of the NDP artifact
and described in [7]. We do not change the artifact’s default packet
size settings. We evaluate using 50 seeds, where our number of
experiments is time and resources limited.

The results of our simulations largely reaffirm the claims made
in [7]: The FCT of NDP outperforms other protocols both in the fully
utilised (1:1) and the oversubscribed (4:1) scenarios, for different
workloads. Figures 3, 4, 5 show the FCT of NDP, MPTCP, DCTCP
and DCQCN under different workloads, using the default seed.
We further study NDP’s FCT as a function of flow size under the
different workloads, and find that they are proportional, though
the minimum FCT is not necessarily for the minimum flow size.

A surprising result that we find is that sometimes NDP flows
(and MPTCP flows) time out. This means that some flows are never
completed. The seed used in the original NDP evaluation, using
the web workload, does not lead to any timeouts, but in both fully
utilised configuration (seeds 26, 38) and oversubscribed configura-
tion (seeds 8, 36) we find two seeds that lead to a single timeout. One
specific seed in the oversubscribed scenario (10) has 153 timeouts.
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Figure 3: FCT using Web distribution used in [7].
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Figure 4: FCT using Hadoop distribution extracted
from [13].
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Figure 5: FCT using Cache distribution extracted from [13].

Furthermore, the number of completed flows is just 353, compared
with 1636 to 1690 in all other runs. The command used to trigger
this scenario is:
<path>/htsim_ndp_perm_shortflows -o <log file> -strat perm -nodes 432
-conns 1728 -cwnd 23 -q 8 -seed 10 > <debug file>

To reproduce this result using the original NDP repository, ex-
tend run time inmain_ndp_perm_short f -lows .cpp to two seconds.
We have made the authors of NDP aware of this issue, but at the
time of writing, it was not yet resolved.

We also report that we have found timeouts for MPTCP. In the
over-subscribed scenario, 27 out of 50 seeds lead to timeouts. The
number of completed flows ranged from 2 to 1055 with the median
being 371. We didn’t find a correlation between flow timeouts and
the number of flows completed by MPTCP.

Next, we repeat the same experiment using Facebook’s Cache
workload. The Cache workload is selected as NDP had the highest
FCT under this workload, and we want to check whether high FCT
leads to greater performance variance under different seeds. When
flows complete, the performance gap between seeds is small: the
minimum FCT ranges between 55.8µs and 63.3µs (13%), and the
maximum FCT ranges from 2.57ms to 2.73ms (6%).

In the fully utilised configuration we find 37 seeds (out of 50)
with flow timeouts. In the oversubscribed scenario, 40 seeds lead to
timeouts. Five of the seeds lead to more than twenty timeouts, and
in the extreme case, there are 176 timeouts (seed=22). Here, just 111



flows are completed, compared with a median of 1222. We don’t
detect timeouts running DCTCP or DCQCN.

To look differently at the experiment, we consider the through-
put, i.e., the number of bytes in completed flows. In the fully utilised
configuration the average throughput per experiment is 780MB. In
the oversubscribed scenario, the average is 718MB, and for seeds
with no timeouts the throughput is around 780MB. However, time-
outs often lead to significant throughput loss: in experiments with
tens of timeouts, the throughput drops by 20% to around 580MB,
while in the worst case (seed 22) the throughput drops to 75MB: an
order of magnitude lower performance. To complete this evaluation,
we study FCT under zero load and find no flow timeouts, while the
number of flows completed is largely the same for all seeds.

We try and separate results that are a consequence of an algo-
rithm, an implementation and a simulation environment. We don’t
have confirmed answers. Given the timeouts we see in MPTCP, and
the code shared between NDP and MPTCP, it is possible that the
cause for timeouts lies in the simulator. However, without a sensi-
tivity analysis, this weakness of NDP was not previously reported.

7 RELATEDWORK

Ours is not the first to explore the work of NDP; as NDP has
become a staple comparison approach to data centre traffic control,
due in no-small part to the availability of implementation; many
others identify drawbacks of NDP in order to highlight the advan-
tages of their own approach. Examples have included Homa [8]:
observing that NDP’s network utilisation limit was lower than com-
parison solutions (pias, pHost, pFabric and Homa), and that NDP
had worse comparative median and 99% slowdown as a function of
message size, yet Homa also failed to run their NDP comparison
experiments with network loads beyond 70%. Shoal [15] demon-
strated an improved performance when compared to NDP, and that
NDP does not perform better than DCTCP or DCQCN for specific
workloads. MDTCP [10] reproduced some of NDP’s results using
htsim, and had shown that for some scenarios, NDP’s FCT was
worse than DCTCP. Unsurprisingly, few works comparing to NDP
present it in good-light as the authors of new publications may not
publicise comparable or unexciting results.

8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have reported the results of an artifact evalua-
tion of NDP. Our evaluation has focused on the performance of
NDP, and in particular on the robustness of the artifact. The arti-
fact is reusable and supports the results presented in [7]. However,
badging up to Reusable level may not expose flaws in architecture,
implementation and evaluation, as sensitivity testing and robust-
ness experiments of the artifact have exposed. While our evaluation
went beyond the current Reusable badging level, we do not con-
sider it complete; a large gap remains between research-level and
production-level evaluation, and researchers need to balance qual-
ity, time and resources. The broader implications of our results,
and proposed improvements to artifact evaluation are introduced
in [21].

Additional Information. A detailed report of NDP’s performance
evaluation is available in [17]. Our dataset is available at [18].
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